
Worldwide distribution network delivers OEM-approved Spicer® transmission, 

driveshaft, axle, and related components for light vehicles, commercial vehicles,  

and off-highway machinery.
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Do You Know Where Your Parts Come From?  
Although purchasing a non-original component saves money up front, it can lead to significant 

vehicle costs down the road.  An imitation component is typically designed through reverse 

engineering, which fails to accurately replicate an original part.  With a non-original part, there 

is potential for collateral damage to other components, which compromises the entire vehicle. 

Spicer® drivetrain products are manufactured by Dana to the same high standards  

as original equipment (OE), because they are OE parts.  When a part is replaced  

with a Spicer product, you receive the durability you know with the quality and 

performance you expect. 

With more than 110 years of experience, Dana continuously develops new  

designs, materials, and processes for Spicer products to provide more power,  

greater efficiency, and better overall performance.  When choosing Spicer,  

customers know they are buying the highest quality products available.

Demand the Best. Demand Spicer.® 
Dana manufactures Spicer driveshafts, 

axles, transmission parts, and related 

components for light-vehicle, commercial- 

vehicle, off-highway, military, industrial, and 

performance applications.  This product line 

includes driveshafts formerly branded as 

GWB® and Italcardano™ while legacy axle/

transmission marques include Clark,™ 

Clark-Hurth,™ Comaxle,™ Sige, and Kirkstall.™

Dana is committed to continually 

advancing our technology to provide 

lower operating costs, better 

performance, and longer life through  

our full breadth of services.  In fact, 

because we are constantly innovating, 

the service parts purchased today  

not only meet OE quality standards –  

but also have the latest upgrades  

built right in. 

A complete interchangeability  

with existing parts provides total  

product compatibility, with no  

change in part numbers.  



Meeting  
Customer Needs  
In Every Region,   
On Every Platform

See what else we can deliver at www.SpicerParts.com.

Dana offers greater product diversity and availability through  

our expanded distribution center in Györ, Hungary. 

This facility can address customer needs in Europe, Russia, 

Commonwealth of Independent States, the Near and Middle  

East, and Africa.  With extensive warehouse capacity for the 

complete Spicer® product line, we can quickly deliver OE  

service parts worldwide. 

Our global expertise is delivered to customers at a local level 

through a constantly growing and improving aftermarket network. 

Strategically placed service centers provide solutions tailored  

to individual specifications by an experienced on-the-ground 

support team.

Dana has the resources to address 

the evolving needs of customers 

through product innovations, 

high-quality engineering and 

manufacturing, and a commitment 

to your success in Europe  

and beyond.

European warehouse in Györ, Hungary.



Dana recently launched a new  

online Spicer® product catalog 

featuring the extensive off-highway 

front axle portfolio consisting of  

35,000 parts, including 5,000 axles  

and driveshaft products.

The new online platform allows you 

to quickly and conveniently locate 

products by model type or part 

number through the search function.  

In addition to a database that is easy 

to navigate, the virtual catalog also 

features usage descriptions and 

technical details, including gear  

sizes and measurements, to help  

you select optimal products for  

your aftermarket needs.

Dana also has the ability to promptly 

update the product database as 

new technologies become available, 

consistently providing you with the 

most current offerings.  To order 

products, utilize the catalog’s basket 

function to collect items you want to 

purchase.  After products are selected, 

a list can be downloaded or emailed 

for use when ordering from a Spicer 

parts dealer.  Register through the 

Spicer website, www.SpicerParts.com, 

to access the online catalog.
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Application Policy  
Capacity ratings, features, and specifications vary depending upon the model and type of service.  Application approvals must be obtained from Dana; contact your representative for 
application approval.  We reserve the right to change or modify our product specifications, configurations, or dimensions at any time without notice.
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In the factory, on the road, and now online

Spicer® Online Catalog: www.SpicerParts.com/online-catalog


